Yamaha twin jet 100

This bike was completely restored many years ago and was on display in the original owners
office before I acquired it and put it on display in one of my Yamaha dealerships. I moved the
bike to my office when I sold my local dealership and I am now moving and have no place in my
new office to display it. The only items not original to the bike are the tail light and horn. The tail
light was for a Japanese spec YL The horn was incorrect, but I have since found an original 6v
horn for this bike, but have not installed it. The motor is free and has good compression, but I
have never started it. The original owner replaced all of the hoses etc, but put inline fuel filters
in the hoses that were never part of the fuel system and used zip-ties for hose clamps instead of
the wire clips that were originally used. These are easily acquired. Many of the parts that were
replaced still have the original part number stickers still on them. This bike also has the rear
chaincase that was usually discarded in the first days of ownership. The seat is nice and soft
and all of the cables and rubber bits are in really nice condition. The only missing items are the
rear "buddy pegs". The rear turn signals have a little pitting i the chrome as they were never
replaced, but the front signals are great. I have all of the paperwork from the original owner with
the title. This is a great piece of Yamaha history and will make someone a great collector bike.
Yamaha Motor Canada announced a new variant of the 50cc Zuma scooter. New for , the
Yamaha Zuma X is based on the popular Zuma 50F but with some minor styling changes. The
nomenclature is a bit curious. Grand Prix. Fans purchasing a special weekend ticket
promotional package from Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca will have opportunity to ride several
laps with the two former World Champions. Year: Mileage: 0 Color: Red. Location: Hooks ,
Texas , US. Yamaha Other photos. All Rights Reserved. Designated trademarks and brands are
the property of their respective owners. List of motorcycles manufactured by Yamaha Motor
Company. Some of these step-throughs and scooters are made for Southeast Asian markets,
where they are known as underbones. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list
article. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. See
also: Star Motorcycles. Yamaha Vino U. See also: Electric motorcycle. Society of Automotive
Engineers of Japan, Inc. Retrieved 10 August The Yamaha Autolube system employed a plunger
pump as a method for allowing minute amounts of oil to spread over the lubricated surfaces of
each engine part. Street scrambler. Motorcycle Classics. Retrieved Yamaha motorcycles.
Category Commons. Yamaha motorcycle timeline, sâ€”s. Yamaha motorcycle timeline,
sâ€”present. Yamaha Corporation. List of products Motorcycles Musical instruments Vehicles.
Contemode Star Motorcycles. Torakusu Yamaha Chris Gero. Categories : Yamaha motorcycles
Lists of motorcycles by brand. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links Articles
with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles needing additional
references from September All articles needing additional references. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. XS Special Yamaha MF Yamaha YA
YA SB. Yamaha YC Yamaha YD Yamaha YDS Yamaha DT Yamaha YE Yamaha YR XJ Diversion.
YX Radian. TDM MT Tracer. BT Bulldog. V Star XT E. XT R. Sell off a few and own one for next to
nothing. This collection of charming two-stroke Yamaha YL-1s incudes four complete bikes,
plus the makings of at least another one, plus a nice selevtion of parts. Yamaha had been
building bikes under the name Lilac up until , so these bikes come early in the history of the
Yamaha brand. What you need to know is that this collection includes four complete
motorcycles, which the seller notes were all running before they went into storage. A quick
inventory reveals two fuel tanks, two side covers, a rear fender, an engine, engine cases, a
brake mechanism, a chain guard, a seat, fork boots and a service manual. We love these
obsessive collections. You have to wonder if the seller sought out these bikes, or if after he got
the first one, did they start showing up on his doorstep like zucchini left by the neighbors? The
new BaT Podcast! Listen now. Upcoming Events Copperstate April 10 - May 21 - August 4 - 7.
August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT. Cancel reply.
Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable JavaScript
to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to enter this
number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment Cancel. Error
Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. Make Yamaha. Model V Star At the
heart of it beats a fuel-injected 80 cube engine, surrounded by a chassis built to handle.
Finished off with a little streamlined style and plenty of Star quality engineering. This was one of
the most popular bikes Yamaha built back in the 's. The little twin cyclinder autolube engine was
fast for its day and dependable. The added feature of the electric start was a novel for it time,
and this one works perfectly! This bike was fully restored in The engine was completely rebuilt.
It has miles on it since overhaul and the bike has been stored in my garage since it was last
restored. The has been a little over a year since its last jip down the streets. I am sure it will

require the carbs to be cleaned of the stale gas. And it will require a new 12 volt battery as well.
If your looking for a bike that will need some restoration to bring it back to show room quality
this one will meet your needs. I am to old to ride a motorcycle any longer and it is time to pass
this great little bike to someone that can enjoy it. The rubber on it is in good shape, and it will
come with a brand new spare rear tire and tube. Everything functioned properly on the bike last
year when it was taken for a spin. I also, have a complete factory service manaul. Powered by
eBay Turbo ListerThe free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and manage your active
items. Model YL Some say the smoothest Yamaha ever built. Cool Nostalgic styling, and you
can even get an antique plate!!! Call Heavy or Charlie today for more info! This bike starts and
runs excellent!! Starts first kick. Clear title. Includes extra set of handlebars and controls and a
brake lever and cable, and chain guard too. Rides and shifts excellent. New battery in bike. All
electronics work perfect including the horn!!!! LOW original miles too!! Only original miles!!! I
bought this bike at a local sale, brought it home, put fuel in it, installed a new battery and she
started right up on the very first kick!! She sat there and idled perfectly. Since the throttle cable
was not hooked up, I used a pair of plyers to pull the throttle and she revved up perfectly. So, I
decided to take her for a spin down the street and I managed to ride her and shift her through all
4 gears, downshift, brake and I made it back home without dumping it!!! That was hard because
I have severe arthritis in my right hip but it worked out fine. I was amazed at the excellent
compression and how well the engine ran. Pretty cool bike. Now, it will need the throttle hooked
up, it needs a front brake lever, it needs the left turn signal wires resolderd and it will need a
new air filter too, plus the side covers are missing too, but, all in all, with a little work and a few
bucks you ought to have yourself a nice little gem here. The gas tank is very very clean inside
with no rust that I can see. I have applied for the new title in my name, so it takes days and I will
mail it to you if you get the bike before I get the new title, so if this is not good for you, then
please do not buy the bike. Also, the tires seem fine to me but I always recommend new tires on
any old bike prior to riding it. This would be a good bike to restore too. Your choice I guess. I
have priced the bike at what I feel is a very fair price for the bike in its' unrestored condition.
Please examine the pictures and read my entire listing prior to buying. Thanks very much.
High-end looks without the high-end price tag. Gutsy cc, fuel-injected liquid-cooled V-Twin
engine churns out the inspired, big-engine feel riders will love. Even with its radically raked out
front end, Stryker has the superbly nimble and lightweight handling that choppers and
mid-class competitors can only dream about. Low seat height The wide series rear tire and
chopper-inspired inch front wheel reinforce the muscular styling of the bike. No cheap plastic
fenders hereâ€”this authentic cruiser has real steel fenders customizers love. Classic belt drive,
too. Get started on your own customization with two trim packages in high-quality chrome, or
an aggressive looking, blacked out package. Computer-controlled twin-barrel fuel injection
provides optimal mixture whatever the temperature or altitude. Four valves per cylinder 36mm
intake, 32mm exhaust provide optimum combustion efficiency; roller rocker arms reduce
friction for better performance and reduced wear. Ceramic-composite cylinder sleeves contain
mm forged pistons for excellent durability and longevity. Forged connecting rods ride a single
crankpin for true V-twin sound and power. Smooth-shifting five-speed transmission feeds
power to an efficient, low-maintenance belt drive. Sly cooling system routes liquid through
hidden hoses and internal engine passages for air-cooled looks and liquid-cooled performance.
Oil filter is easy to get to but also tucked nearly out of sight for clean, pure looks. The exhaust
system, designed specifically for Stryker, adds to the awesome look of this bike while also
optimizing its engine performanceâ€”and it has a magnificent exhaust note. Seat height is low,
just Steel fenders are ideal for customizers who want to cut, chop or modify their bikes. Cast
wheels have low profile tires. A wide series rear tire and inch front wheel add to the aggressive
attitude of the bike. Precision machined details abound, like the slit pattern in the headlight and
meter. The rear fender over the wide rear tire is richly sculpted. Large mm front and mm rear
discs provide serious stopping power. Aggressive, tough custom styling theme sets Stryker
apart. Instrumentation includes a fuel meter for rider convenience. Winning bidder must contact
us within 24 hours of auction end, and make arrangements for final payment. The remainder is
due within 7 days of auction end to be paid by Money Order, or certified Bank check or Wire
Transfer, or Cash in-person. For Wisconsin residents include 5. Please call or email us for a
shipping quote include city, state and zip. Due to franchise rules and regulations, we reserve
the right to stop the auction if this vehicle sells locally at our store. Model V Star. The fork
mounted fairing offers riders great weather protection, dynamic, sporty good looks, and houses
dual speakers that offer great sound when cruising down the road. Riders can control their
music on a control pod located on the left handlebar. Features include motorcycle-friendly
navigation, including weather and traffic conditions if subscribed to monthly service , lane
assist, and 3D building view. Hard, lockable side bags have spacious room for long trips or

commuting, and each hold 7. Real steel fenders make V Star Deluxe ideal for customization.
Engine: cubic-inch cc liquid-cooled, single overhead cam degree V-twin with dual
counterbalancers offers plenty of smooth performance. Ceramic composite cylinder sleeves
contain mm forged pistons for excellent durability and longevity. Smooth-shifting transmission
feeds power to an efficient, low-maintenance belt drive. Oil filter is easy to get to but also tucked
nearly out of sight for clean looks. Hydraulic cam chain tensioner reduces noise and
maintenance. The result is strong, smooth and seamless performance across the full range of
engine rpm. The belt system is virtually maintenance free and delivers a quicker, more
impressive throttle response feeling than a shaft drive. Crafted for riders who value exclusivity,
only of these exceptional machines will be built. The bike delivers premium quality the
discerning rider is looking for. A new blacked-out theme embodies the Raider SCL with black
components throughout: oxidized titanium coated fork tubes, push-rod tubes, forks, exhaust,
air cleaner box, wheels, meter panel, switch gear, and master cylinders, just to name a few. The
Raider SCL simply stands out from the crowd. Great attention to detail was taken into
consideration when designing the genuine leather two-tone seat with embroidered SCL logo,
and matching beige and red stitching â€” keeping the discerning cruiser customer in mind.
Over time, the seat will develop a character of its own and will be unlike any other. The top
panels of the seat have leather grain for An exclusive metal SCL badge with hologram is placed
on top of the fuel tank as a constant reminder to its owner that only of these unique machines
exist. Enginecubic-inch cc air-cooled, OHV with 4 valves per cylinder, pushrod degree V-twin
pumps out max torque at just rpm and max power at rpm for powerful, relaxed cruising. Four
pushrod-activated valves and two spark plugs per cylinder provide optimum combustion
efficiency along with classically beautiful engine architecture. Ceramic-composite plated
cylinders for superior heat dissipation with forged pistons cooled by oil jets. Provides
outstanding reliability and longer engine life. Clutch has light, easy-pull operation.
Computer-controlled, twin-bore fuel injection monitors multiple engine parameters to calculate
perfect mixture under all conditions; wide-angle hole fuel injectors provide excellent
atomization. Special custom-machining of the cooling fin edges gives a jewel-like appearance to
the engine as light hits it from different angles. A 6-degree yoke angleâ€”the first ever on a
street-legal Star Motorcycleâ€”makes it possible to achieve that custom look as well as neutral
handling and straight-line cruisability: degree rake plus 6 degrees yoke angle gives total rake of
39 degrees and mm of trail. A tucked-out-of-sight single shock out back provides a smooth ride
under varying loads. It carries a full 4. Front brake master cylinder with integrated lever
operates a pair of mm front discs squeezed by strong monoblock calipers for excellent power
and feel, with a mm disc out back. Stainless steel mesh throttle cables as well as clutch and
brake lines give this bike a premium look. Strong, light and narrow belt final drive contains
embedded carbon fiber for even greater strength. Wiring harness uses super-slim wires for
compactness and lighter weight, and switchgear wiring is routed inside the handlebar for a
clean appearance. Additional Features:Left-finger, trigger switch for select odometer, trip
meters, operated high-beam switch, and right-thumb activated accessory driving light switch for
great visibility. Jewel-like fit and finish, and Star quality paint and attention to detail are evident
all over the Raider SCL. Cool, tank-mounted instrumentation complements the custom look, and
contains analog speedometer and fuel gauge, along with twin digital tripmeters, odometer and
self-diagnostics. Bright multi-reflector headlight, LED taillight, and custom amber LED turn
signals behind clear lenses give a custom look. The remainder is due within 7 days of auction
end to be paid by Money Order, or certified Bank check or Wire Transfer, Cash in-person. Buyer
must appear in our store to receive complete vehicle orientation. Enginecubic-inch cc
liquid-cooled, single overhead cam degree V-twin with dual counterbalancers offers plenty of
smooth performance. Additional Features:Aggressive, tough custom styling theme sets Stryker
apart. Bayfield, CO. Ridgefield, WA. Winter Springs, FL. Greenwood, IN. South Kingstown, RI.
Eau Gallie, FL. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Yamaha Year Make Yamaha Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make Model -. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Yamaha 9 Honda 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Yamaha. Model YL1. Rare Find! This is a
very nice original survivor always garaged since new, original paint still looks good , it runs
great has a new battery, tires, recent service, freshly rebuilt carbs , new fuel petcock. The fuel
tank is clean inside and was never rusty inside , it does have some light pitting on the chrome
sides of the tank but no dents. The rest of the chrome is still very nice the muffler pipes are in
excellent shape It comes with a comes with a battery tender. This one really draws a lot of
attention at bike shows and with local admirers when its out and about I have a new O. Yamaha
rubber cable protector for the front fender the tabs on the old one dried out and it started
coming loose recently as you can see in the video but I located and bought a new one for it. You

Can Check out the video of this Motorcycle at. This Vintage Yamaha has no mechanical
problems, runs great and has only 4, miles on it. It has almost all it's original parts. The Vin
matches the engine. It has brand new michelin tires, tubes, straps to prevent spokes from
coming through tubes, clutch and friction plates. It has a current tag and a clear title. I also have
the same model engine I am including for parts for the bike. It has some rust on the bars and
needs a little cosmetic care, but could look MINT in no time at all. Model Road Star. Dealer not
responsible for mistakes on this website. Visit our showroom for the best pricing you will find.
Rebate funds are limited, subject to availability on a first come first serve basis on select
models. Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or financially able to purchase this
vehicle. Please read eBay's User AgreementRide Now Peoria reserves the right to, Obtain and
verify the registered information of all users who bid on this auction. Cancel any and all bids at
our discretion, or end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age
or older to Bid. Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you
place a bid before the last hour period of the auction: You may retract that bid before that last
hour period but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid
during the last hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the
auction: You will be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do
so within one hour after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: Ride Now Peoria has done our best
to disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. Ride Now Peoria welcomes a
buyers inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you inspect the
vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility.
Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is".
Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone
Nick at for details. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any
representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration
fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title
service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full
in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by
banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original
instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in
our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If
payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds
have cleared. Ride Now Peoria will help with shipping arrangements but will not be responsible
in any way for claims arising from shipping damage! We assume no responsibility for damages
incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements are provided by Ride
Now Peoria as a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any claims or other
communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the shipper, not with
Ride Now Peoria. The amount of time it takes for delivery is dependent on the carrier, but is
generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is delivered to your
destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of Arrival to be sure. Finalizing your
Purchase: Ride Now Peoria will contact the successful high bidder by e-mail after the auction
closes. Successful high bidder MUST communicate with Nick at Ride Now Peoria by e-mail or
phone within 24 hours of the auction ending to make arrangements to complete their
transaction. If we cannot confirm your intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5
days, we reserve the right to relist this vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72
hours of bid closing, Buyer must send balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person,
bank certified funds to Seller. Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for shipment to
Buyer, all other Sale related and title related paperwork must be signed and returned complete
to Seller. The purchaser or prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of
all the information listed within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and
Easy. Click Here! Model Raider. Be sure to add me to your favorites list! Thank you. Please see
the shipping quote page. For additional information please contact us. EPA Estimated 42 mpg
means this cruiser can go the distance between fill-ups. Enginecubic-inch cc air-cooled, OHV
with 4 valves per cylinder, pushrod degree V-twin pumps out max torque at just rpm and max
power at rpm for powerful, relaxed cruising. Four pushrod-activated valves and two spark plugs
per cylinder provide optimum combustion efficiency along with classically beautiful engine
architecture. Ceramic-composite plated cylinders for superior heat dissipation with forged
pistons cooled by oil jets. Provides outstanding reliability and longer engine life.
Computer-controlled, twin-bore fuel injection monitors multiple engine parameters to calculate
perfect mixture under all conditions; wide-angle hole fuel injectors provide excellent
atomization. Special custom-machining of the cooling fin edges gives a jewel-like appearance to
the engine as light hits it from different angles. Low, sculpted seat holds the rider in place, and

pullback bars reach back to enforce a casual, urban cruising style. A 6-degree yoke angleâ€”the
first ever on a street-legal Star Motorcycleâ€”makes it possible to achieve that custom look as
well as neutral handling and straight-line cruisability: degree rake plus 6 degrees yoke angle
gives total rake of 39 degrees and mm of trail. A tucked-out-of-sight single shock with
adjustable spring preload out back provides a smooth ride under varying loads. Flangeless fuel
tank carries a full 4. Front brake master cylinder with integrated lever operates a pair of mm
front discs squeezed by strong monoblock calipers for excellent power and feel, with a mm disc
out back. Strong, light and narrow belt final drive contains embedded carbon fiber for even
greater strength. Wiring harness uses super-slim wires for compactness, are lighter weight and
switchgear wiring is routed inside the handlebar for a clean appearance. Additional
Features:Left-thumb operated high-beam switch, and right-thumb activated accessory driving
light switch for great visibility. Jewel-like fit and finish, and Star quality paint, chrome and
attention to detail are evident all over the Raider S. Cool, tank-mounted instrumentation
complements the custom look, and contains analog speedometer and fuel gauge, along with
twin digital tripmeters, odometer and self-diagnostics. Bright multi-reflector headlight, LED
taillight, and custom amber LED turn signals behind clear lenses give a custom look. Contact
our sales team for more information!! Yamaha Cards are always welcome. All rebates,
incentives and cash back programs are applied to sale price. Please contact us for complete
details. In addition to the eBay store Hitching Post Motorsports, we have 2 retail locations with
over ,sf. We stock over vehicles and millions of dollars of inventory. Voted a Top Dealer many
years over, we strive to provide customer service and product selection above all others. Our
Minnesota location allows for quick product delivery to just about anywhere in the United
States. Contact us for Yamaha Extended Service Plans up to 5 years! Model Bolt. Old school.
New thinking. Minimalist style. Modern performance. From its slim, compact bobber-style
design to its raw metal look and feel, it's everything you need and nothing you don't. The Bolt
uses modern technology to create a riding experience superior to other similarly sized
machines. Even fuel injection and ignition timing maps have been carefully chosen specifically
for this bike to deliver class-leading performance with strong low- and mid-range torque sure to
bring a smile to every rider s face. The Bolt s chassis design is entirely new. Components such
as the 3. The slim body and low seat design combine to give the motorcycle light
maneuverability and a stable handling feeling. The upright riding posture helps the rider feel the
wind, hear the sounds, and experience the pulse of the machine. For riders who value
personalization, the options for the Bolt are limited only by the owner s imagination. As we say
at Star motorcycles, we build it, you make it your own. And as the perfect canvas for
customization, Bolt is the perfect example of that philosophy. To keep friction loss to a
minimum and help the engine achieve the ideal performance characteristics, special roller-type
rocker arms with needle bearings are used. These also reduce top-end weight for excellent
mass-centralization. Ceramic-composite-plated cylinders provide excellent heat dissipation and
reduced oil consumption. A newly designed double-cradle frame enhances city riding
enjoyment. The engine is mounted to the frame as a stressed member with a rigid mount
system that provides precise handling. Newly designed spoke cast wheels are used to provide
strength and toughness. Model FZ Huge thrills, exhilaration, fun and performance. This engine
has a unique power character. It provides outstanding low- to mid-range torque with very linear
throttle response, yet has as strong mid-high rpm pulling power as well. The engine develops
up to 50 foot pounds of torque and is designed to maximize riding excitement in the real world.
This 2-cylinder engine features Yamaha s Crossplane Concept, degree crank that provides
linear torque development in response to the rider s throttle input. A new lightweight,
diamond-type, backbone high tensile steel frame provides an optimized rigidity balance for
light, agile handling and stability. The engine is a stressed member of the chassis, allowing a
lighter, more compact main frame design. The wheelbase, seat height, fuel tank width, rake and
other dimensions are all set to work with the qualities of the compact 2-cylinder engine to
achieve a sporty, light and neutral handling character. A newly designed lightweight, compact,
full LCD instrument panel is adopted. The panel includes a digital bar-type tachometer display
with gear position indicator, digital speedometer, odometer, dual trip meters, fuel gauge, fuel
reserve trip meter, clock, instant and average fuel consumption and a range of warning and
indicator lights. It provides outstanding low to mid-range torque with very linear throttle
response, yet has as strong mid-high rpm pulling power as well. Electronic fuel injection system
settings deliver a smooth t. I own it out right and can give you a bill of sale. I also have the
engine not running I am including for parts for the bike. It needs a little cosmetic care, but could
look MINT in no time at all. Also, duel exhaust pipes work great, but just need to be polished up
and put on the bike see pics. Model V Star. Ask for JOSH! Stryker Bullet Cowl offers a tougher
look and excellent wind protection. High-end looks without the high-end price tag. Gutsy cc,

fuel-injected liquid-cooled V-Twin engine churns out the inspired, big-engine feel riders will
love. Even with its radically raked out front end, Stryker has the superbly nimble and lightweight
handling that choppers and mid-class competitors can only dream about. Low seat height The
wide series rear tire and chopper-inspired inch front wheel reinforce the muscular styling of the
bike. No cheap plastic fenders hereâ€”this authentic cruiser has real steel fenders customizers
love. Classic belt drive, too. Get started on your own customization with two trim packages in
high-quality chrome, or an aggressive looking, blacked out package. Model Roadliner. Powerful
and beautiful cubic-inch cc air-cooled, pushrod V-twin produces great thrust at any speed.
Twin-bore downdraft electronic fuel injection provides optimum engine efficiency and throttle
response in the widest possible range of conditions. Neo-streamline design gives the Roadliner
S a completely distinctive look. Long and low aluminum frame provides great looks and light
handling unlike any other full-size cruiser. A sculpted seat makes the Roadliner S an excellent
place to sit on long rides. Engine: cubic-inch cc air-cooled, pushrod degree V-twin has massive
looks and performance. Four pushrod-activated valves and two spark plugs per cylinder
provides optimum combustion efficiency. Computer-controlled, twin-bore, fuel injection
monitors multiple engine parameters to calculate perfect mixture under all conditions;
wide-angle hole fuel injectors provide excellent atomization. A thick, richly chromed 1.
Flangeless, teardrop fuel tank carries a full 4. Front brake master cylinder with integrated lever
operates a pair of mm front discs squeezed by strong monoblock calipers for excellent power,
feel, and great style. Strong-and-light belt final drive routes power smoothly and efficiently to
the rear wheel. Additional Features: A sculpted seat makes the Roadliner S an excellent place to
sit on long rides. Improves long range comfort. Position beams within the main headlight
housing provide great visibility. Left-thumb operated high-beam switch, and right-thumb
activated accessory driving light switch for great visibility. Bright multireflector headlight, LED
taillight and amber turn signals behind clear lenses give a custom look. Sidebags sold
separately detach easily for cleaning. There will NOT be any added setup, prep, dealer freight,
de-crating, delivery processing or 'other' fees added by our dealership on this sale. Any other
arrangements needed, please contact us before bidding. Rock River Power Sports is not an
exporter and we will only sell new units to bidders with a physical US addresses. We will not
assist or work with exporters in any way. Bidders with a registered ebay address outside the
USA will have their bids canceled immediately. US military personnel serving at home or abroad
are welcome to bid, please contact us first so we can get all your details for paperwork. Bidding
on our auctions constitutes a legally binding contract and agreement to all these terms. We
routinely run anywhere from to auctions and while we strive for perfection in every one, we may
make the occasional mistake in one of our listings. In the case of an error in a listing we reserve
the right to cancel any transaction associated with an auction containing errors. Read our
feedback and bid with confidence. This unit is not a California model. Sold separately, call the
store at and ask for Cycle Sales for complete details. Check out our other auctions for some
Smoking Hot Deals on parts, accessories, apparel and more! Make sure you check out our eBay
store for lots of great deals you won't find anywhere else! If you don't see what you're looking
for let us know. If we have it or can find it, we'll list it for you. Any questions? Thanks for
reading, - Jeff! Model Stryker Impact Blue. High-end looks without the high- end price tag. No
cheap plastic fenders here this authentic cruiser has the real steel fenders customizers love.
Computer-controlled twin-barrel fuel injection provides optimalmixture whatever the
temperature or altitude. Ignition and fuel injectionmaps are optimized for Stryker s performance
character. Four valves per cylinder 36mm intake, 32mm exhaust provideoptimum combustion
efficiency; roller rocker arms reducefriction for better performance and reduced wear.
Ceramic-composite cylinder sleeves contain mm forgedpistons for excellent durability and
longevity. Forged connecting rods ride a single crankpin for true V-twinsound and power.
Smooth-shifting five-speed transmission feeds power to anefficient, low-maintenance belt drive.
Sly cooling system routes liquid through hidden hoses andinternal engine passages for
air-cooled looks and liquid-cooledperformance. Oil filter is easy to get to but also tucked
nearlyout of sight for clean, pure looks. New exhaust system, designed specifically for Stryker,
adds tothe awesome look of this bike while also optimizing its engineperformance and it has a
magnificent exhaust note. And the steering head that is visible on thisdouble-cradle steel frame
helps give the bike its lean,lightwe
pontiac grand prix belt diagram
480v single phase wiring diagram
2001 dodge stealth
ight image. Model 1, Exhaust pipes and rear seat has been upgraded to Harley. Also comes
with front shield and handle shields. No dents or scratches and looks like new. This bike is very

fast. Was just tuned up last week at Capital Power Sports and also changed oil, oil filter, fuel
filter, and air filter. Won't last long at this price. Wheelbase Front Suspension 5. Rear
Suspension 4. Dry Weight lbs. Only miles. Custom flat black and airbrushed skeleton band
artwork. New capacity, Dry Weight lbs. New front tire, 4. Call primary Or Rocky Ford, CO.
Williamsburg, VA. Gloucester, VA. Winter Springs, FL. Dix Hills, NY. Alamo, CA. Alpharetta, GA.
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